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Open Questions?
● How similar are BCGs
to regular Ellipticals?
– Do they extend the
scaling relations for ellipticals?
 




remnants of accretion events
at low surface brightnesses


























































re    :  12% too large
SBe : 0.25 mag arcsec
-2 too faint









Tidal Streams  (in 22% of BCGs)
50 kpc
50 kpc
Abell 1257 Abell 1213
  
Accretion signatures:

















Abell 2029 Abell 1177
BCG / ICL  decomposition
using two Sérsic functions
71% of BCGs 29% of BCGs
  
Abell 1177
BCG / ICL  decomposition




























































1)  Brightest Cluster Galaxies differ 
  from regular Ellipticals in their 
  scaling relations:




2)  Scaling relations are equivalent for
  SS and DS BCGs






BCG/ICL alignment with their host clusters
  
Summary
● large & deep photometric survey of
170 Brightest Cluster Galaxies
with the Wendelstein Wide Field Imager
● Accretion signatures detected in 1/2 of observed BCGs
● Double Sérsic decomposition of SB profiles is in 1 / 2 cases incapable of 
decomposing BCG and ICL
● Scaling relations for BCGs differ from those of regular ellipticals due to ICL
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● IFU spectroscopy
